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20’ Tall Skeleton 
Spectacle- Currently 

available as just a static or 
as an animated greeter 
with Head pan and jaw 

function.  Incredibly scaled 
human skeleton with solid 
steel internal construction 
and durable urethane outer 
covering.  Comes apart for 

shipping and storage.

20SKEL100- 20’ 
Skeleton- Static

20SKEL101- 20’ 
Skeleton- Greeter

20' Tall
Skeleton

Giant Hover/Extender/Flyer: Rig ies 
character in a sweeping arc panning 
left/right as it travels a distance of 
over 10’ towards your audience with a 
lift mechanism which ies the character 
up to a height of 15’ as it pans 
left/right and moves forward/back.

  

GHEF303- Giant 
Hover/Extender Flying 

Vampyre Bat
(Shown)

SPY120- 
SkeleSpyder 

on Track

Giant 12’ Spyder with multi armed 
Skeletal creature charges at your guests 

on a 10’ track.  Character travels 
forward/back 84” as all of its legs 

animate as its runs, skeletons arms also 
animated, Spyder body rotates left/right.

Giant Flying Bat 
for Hover Rig

Fully animated Giant Bat 
features animated wings, 

multiple head movements and 
snapping jaws as it hover 
and harasses your guests



13' Tall Super Greeter/Menacer
Animated imposing/iconic 13’ Tall character is designed to 
greet/entertact/harass your guests, featuring synchronized jaw 
movement for speech, head pan, head tilt, multiple arm 
movements, torso rotation.

SPRGRE228- 13' Tall 
Greeter/Menacer- 

PigMan
(Shown)

CHR109- 9' Jump Up- 
Pumpkin Creature

(Shown)

CHR103- 6'6" 
Jump Up- Pumpkin 

Creature
(Shown)

SPRJMP238- 13' Tall 
Super Jump Up- 

Pumpkin Creature
(Shown)

Pumpkin Jump Ups
(Jumpkins)

6’6”, 9’ and 13’ Pumpkin Creatures begin down 
in a squatting position and when activated 

quickly jump up to full height while twisting at 
torso and waving its arms.  13’ model features 

added jaw movements for speech.

ZMB300- Pumpkin 
Groundbreaker 

Zombiette
All electrical lit Jack 

O’Lantern head atop a 
muddy skeletons body 
undulates out of the 

ground with following 
arm movements.



PMP112- Lunging 
Jack Attack- King

(Shown)

PMP110- Lunging Jack 
Attack- Gordo

(Shown)

PMP111- 
Lunging Jack 

Attack- Queen
(Shown)

Lunging Jack Attack Pumpkins
Giant Lit Carved Jack O’Lantern Creatures on vine covered stalks rear and trike 
like cobras at  your guests when they approach.  Creatures feature snapping jaw 

movements, head rotation, and (3) separate mechanical arms to propel them 
up/out and at your guests.  Available in (3) sizes/styles as shown above.

12’

6’6”

9’

13
’

An Elaborate stylized group of Gruesome Pumpkin 
Jack-O-Lanterns with motorized mouths are built 
into a solid tubular steel Arched Entry for your 

patrons to walk thru.  The lower six have 
motorized mouths and head that continuously pan 
left/right, while the Giant Jack O'Lantern on top 
has a programmable mouth for speach/song as his 

motorized head tilts from side/side.

Pumpkin Arch Entry

PMP120- Jack 
Carver Greeter

9’ Tall fully animated 
Pumpkin Creature 
features compelling 

movements to lung and 
greet your guests, 

including jaw, head pan, 
head tilt, torso pan, 
torso lunge, left arm 

out, right arm
shoulder +elbow.



SPRTRK212- 13' Tall 
Track Runner- 
GhoulGhost

100% completely outdoor rated,
perfect for outdoor events.

Super Flyer, rig flies character to a height of 17’, pan left and right 16’ and then 
dive-bomb and harass your patrons as they duck for cover below. Designed 
specifically for Hayrides & drive-thrus this is an absolute must have for any 
outdoor event.  Features jaw function for speech and crazy realist random arm 
and other kinetic movements.

16’

17’

SPRFLY204- 13' Tall 
Super Flyer- Reaper

(Shown)
13’

Jump Up

Upper torso of super flyer 
thrashes back/forth violently on 

track system, while torso 
rotates, arms reach/flail and 
synchronized jaw movements.

SPRJMP237- 
13' Tall Super 

Jump Up- 
Trolloc

(Shown)

13’ Trolloc begins 
down in a 

squatting position 
and when activated 
quickly jump up to 
full height while 
twisting at torso 
and waving its 

arms.  13’ model 
features added jaw 

movements for 
speech.

CHR110- 9' Jump Up- 
Ghost

(Shown)

80”

9’ Ghost begins down in 
a squatting position and 
when activated quickly 
jump up to full height 
while twisting at torso 
and waving its arms.  

9’ Jump Up

13’
Super
Flyer

ZMB301- SkeleGhost
Groundbreaker Zombiette

All electrical shrouded skeleton 
body undulates out of the ground 
with following arm movements.
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